Course2 Overseas Travel Ⅱ

Unit2. 機内にて
On an airplane (1)
(1) Vocabulary
steward (male),

man or woman who

Ask one of the

stewardess

provides service for

stewardesses for a pillow if

(female), flight

passengers during a

you're tired.

attendant, air host

flight

noun
stopover

touching down at more

It's not a direct flight. We're

noun

than one airport during

making one stopover in

a flight

Toronto.

take off

when the plane leaves

We are next in line to take

noun/verb

the ground

off on this runway.

taxi in, out

driving an airplane to

Please remain in your seats

verb

the correct place for

until we taxi in to the gate.

taking off or deboarding
touch down

when the aircraft wheels That was a very smooth

verb, noun

land on the ground

touch down.

turbulence

rough flight

This turbulence should only

noun

last a few minutes.

wheelchair

a seat for pushing

A steward will take you to the

noun

elderly, disabled, or

gate with a wheelchair.

injured people
window seat

seat next to the window I would like to have a

noun

where passengers can

window seat, please.

look out
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overhead

place above the seats for

You'll have to put your bag

bin/compartment storing luggage

under your seat because all of

noun

the overhead bins are full.

over-sized

items that do not fit in

Infant car seats and sporting

baggage

suitcases

equipment can be picked up

adj

at the over-sized baggage
counter.

oxygen mask

a device that goes over a

If the oxygen pressure in the

noun

person's face, provides air cabin drops below a safe
in case of cabin air

level, compartments

pressure loss

containing the oxygen
masks will open
automatically.

boarding pass

part of the ticket that you

Your must present your

noun

give to the crew as you

boarding pass at the gate.

step onto the plane
bumpy, rough

up and down movement of It might be a bumpy ride

adj

the aircraft

because we are flying through
a storm.

cabin

interior of the aircraft

noun

There is no smoking allowed
inside the cabin.

call light

a button passengers can

If you feel light headed or

noun

press to get a crew

dizzy while in the restroom,

member's attention

pull the emergency call light
on the wall for help

(2) Conversation
My seat number
Passenger:

May I ask for my seat number?

Flight Attendant:

Your seat number is M25, ma'am.
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Passenger:

Can you show me the way?

Flight Attendant:

Of course. Please follow me.

Passenger:

Thank you, That’s so kind of you.

Flight attendant:

Here is your window seat ma'am.
Enjoy the view.

My luggage?
Passenger:

May I know where I can put my luggage?

Flight Attendant:

To your left side, Ma'am.

Passenger:

My luggage is too big for that compartment.
Can I put it somewhere else?

Flight attendant:

Yes, there is another available place but we
are not responsible for any loss.

Passenger:

Thank you.
Do you mind helping me with my luggage?

Flight attendant:

No, ma'am. It is my pleasure to help you.

Passenger:

I also feel sick.
Do you have any medicine and a glass of
water please?

Flight Attendant:

Okay, I'll serve it to you in a minute.

Passenger:

Make it fast please.

Flight Attendant:

Okay, Ma'am.

Passenger:

Thanks a lot.
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(4) Activity 1
Let's Talk about Grammar.
Modal verb:

" May I "

Prepositon:

right across

(5) Activity 2
Build up the conversation, make more requests
using modal verb " May I "..
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